plSQL Lab - Functions

Description Create a function that will make this snippet of code work:

```sql
BEGIN
  DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('P01 - ' || get_pub_name('P01'))
  DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('P99 - ' || get_pub_name('P99'))
END
```

Get the data from table = publisher

Sample Code for creating a function

```sql
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION get_sal
  (p_id IN employees.employee_id%TYPE) RETURN NUMBER IS
  v_sal employees.salary%TYPE := 0;
BEGIN
  SELECT salary INTO v_sal
  FROM employees
  WHERE employee_id = p_id;
  RETURN v_sal;
EXCEPTION
  WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN RETURN NULL;
END get_sal;
```

OUTPUT

```
P01 - Abatis Publishers
P99 - Undefined
```

Grading This lab is worth 10 points. That is one point for each question.